Here is a list of most of the brooms from Harry Potter:

A few of these Brooms are only featured in the book, Quidditch Through the Ages, so I don't want to reveal any of the info from that book, so you will have to go to http://www.amazon.com to purchase it and read more about it there instead!

**Firebolt**: This is the currently the Best Broomstick available. Harry owns this broom because it was a gift to him for Christmas from Sirius! It is an International Standard Broom and was used by both the Irish National Quidditch Team and the Bulgaria National Quidditch Team. Here's the ad for the Firebolt:

**THE FIREBOLT**

This state-of-the-art racing broom sports a streamlined, super-fine handle of ash, treated with a diamond-hard polish and hand-numbered with its own registration number. Each individually selected birch twig in the broomtail has been honed to aerodynamic perfection, giving the Firebolt unsurpassable balance and pinpoint precision. The Firebolt has an acceleration of 0-150 miles an hour in ten seconds and incorporates an unbreakable braking charm. Price on Request.

**Nimbus Two Thousand**: This broom isn't as good as a Firebolt, but the Nimbus series is a very good line of reliable brooms. This one is sleek & shiny, with a mahogany handle, has neat slim twigs at the end with the words Nimbus Two Thousand emblazoned on it! This is Harry's old broom, which is now destroyed (because of the Whomping Willow).

**Nimbus Two Thousand and One**: This is a step up from the Nimbus Two Thousand, and while it is even better than that, it still doesn't top the Firebolt. It is said that the biggest fault of the Nimbus series of Brooms compared to the Firebolt is that there's a slight list on tail-end, so you can develop a drag from it after a few years. (Madam Hooch, Bk 3-pg 188) Draco Malfoy owns this broom along with all the Slytherin's because that's how Draco bought his way into the team position as Seeker.

**Comet 140**: Featured in the book Quidditch Through the Ages.

**Comet 260**: These brooms are supposed to be very flashy and look really cool, but aren't all that good. The Comet Series isn't as good as the Firebolt of Nimbus series. This is Cho Chang's current broom, and Draco Malfoy's previous broom.
Cleansweep One: Featured in the book Quidditch Through the Ages.

Cleansweep Five: These brooms are currently being used by Fred and George Weasley. The Cleansweep series is kind of older, and is not as good as the Firebolt, or anything in the Nimbus or Comet Series. (Better than Cleansweep One's)

Cleansweep Six: Featured in the book Quidditch Through the Ages.

Cleansweep Seven: Cedric Diggory (deceased) used to use this when he played Quidditch for Hufflepuff. (Better than the Cleansweep Six's, Five's and One's)

Oakshaft 79: Featured in the book Quidditch Through the Ages.

Shooting Star: This is Ron's current broom. It is a very old kind of broom with not too many fancy features, but a broom is a broom, and it can still fly!

Silver Arrow: This is a very old model, and they have even stopped making them! Madam Hooch used to own one of these and learnt to fly on a Silver Arrow.

Swiftstick: Featured in the book Quidditch Through the Ages.

Tinderblast: Featured in the book Quidditch Through the Ages.

Twigger 90: Featured in the book Quidditch Through the Ages.

Bluebottle: This is a safe and reliable broom, but it isn't a broom for playing Quidditch! This won't reach high speeds or have accurate turning, etc, because this is a family broom with a Anti-Burglar Buzzer built in!

◆ Return to the Quidditch Link page for more!, just click here: Quidditch